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Abstract: Smart Cold Storage and Inventory Monitoring System use sensor-based IOT technology to offer Remote monitoring and tracking of produce. It provides early warning alerts and notifications to Critical conditions and enables end-to-end visibility and accountability across the entire product value Chain. Perishable goods are often required to travel thousands of miles by using land, air, and water Transport facilities to reach their final destination and having a lot of pressure on trucking Companies using cold storage supporters for the distribution of the food and maintaining a certain Temperature during the entire journey. This mainly is causing panic among the business owners and may cause damage to the inventory system and the time.

Index Terms - IoT, Monitoring, Arduino.

I. INTRODUCTION

The meals supply chain accommodates all the tiers that food products undergo, from manufacturing To consumption. In recent times, food is transported over longer distances, throughout continents. As the delivery chain has ended up longer and extra fragmented, and our clients have become greater and Greater disconnected from the supply of our meals. Additionally, the way that food gets lost or wasted At every level of the chain, an extended chain leads to more and more overall meal waste. The latest examination has placed a number on the amount of money this is spent on the production of food That ends up going to waste. All that scrumptious, fit-to-be-eaten meals that are going to waste, charge 1.2 trillion greenbacks (BCF, 2018) that's the identical quantity as you'll spend constructing 1066 Golden Gate Bridges. Ever puzzled how we get to have an amazing result, greens, groceries, and ice lotions from Throughout the globe all around the 12 months? Thanks to Temperature controlled Warehouses referred to as bloodless Storage(s). The bloodless garage is a facility wherein temperatures are low so that perishable products Can final longer and you may
get your merchandise right at some stage in the year. Cold storage quarter is Undergoing principal growth, with the government specializing in meal renovation. 30% of food This is fed on in growing nations is perishable. The perishability of the product is the Motive for high market prices which has driven the demand for cold storage. The bloodless garage is a facility that normally shops food objects which can be quick-lived and distinctly likely To get spoil in ordinary situations. Those can also consist of the result, greens, fish, meat, and so on. Those food items are saved under the choicest temperature (in most cases low) and humid Environment as required for man or woman’s gadgets. Nearly all cold storage rooms are designed such That these houses are pre-configured primarily based on what's being stored. A few cold rooms are made such that these properties are adjustable. Consumers in recent times are conscious of food products. They look for a warranty While deciding on food objects. Honest give up-to-cease transparency of the meal delivery chain will Assist authenticate the meals object’s starting place and the complete farm-to-fork technique. The acquaintance of the food enterprise with the IoT in agriculture enables farmers, suppliers, Processors, retailers, and customers to make knowledgeable choices. Furthermore, IoT assists food Industries with supply chain traceability, meal safety, and responsibility. Besides, the IoT Community considerably cuts down wastage, charges, and risks related to the process. The net of things (IoT) describes the community of bodily items—“things”—that Are embedded with sensors, software programs, and other technologies for the cause of connecting And replacing information with different gadgets and systems over the net. These devices range From everyday household gadgets to state-of-the-art industrial tools. With more than 7 billion Related IoT gadgets these days, specialists are expecting this wide variety to develop to ten billion by 2020 And 22 billion by using 2025. Over the last few years, IoT has become one of the most critical technologies of the Twenty-first century. Now that we will connect ordinary items—kitchen home equipment, motors, Thermostats, toddler monitors—to the net through embedded devices, seamless verbal exchange is Feasible between people, procedures, and things. With the aid of low-cost computing, the cloud, massive statistics, analytics, and cellular Technology, bodily matters can proportion and accumulate statistics with minimal human intervention. In This hyperconnected world, digital systems can document, display, and modify each interaction Between linked things. The bodily international meets the digital world and they cooperate.

II. IMPLEMENTATION

ESP 32 is the main block of this setup. DHT 11, BMP 280, and MQ 2 are connected to the ESP. An OLED display, an LED, and a Buzzer are also included in the setup. Buzzer and led make the alert unit and the sensor value are displayed on the OLED display.

These sensors are then programmed via Arduino IDE to store the values in Firebase Realtime Database. These values from the database are used to show the meter reading on an application built to monitor the constraints remotely. The application is built using Flutter.

The ESP module is coded with the threshold values corresponding to the product stored. The values read by the sensor and these thresholds are compared lively and if it crosses the threshold value, the alert system works. The alert system comprises equipment mounted on the device, which includes an LED and buzzer, and a notification by the application.
III. MOTIVATION

Clever cold storage and inventory tracking gadget ambitions to supply an IoT answer for cold Garage facilities which helps you to report, monitor and maintain the situations in the Facility on a normal foundation. This facilitates us to reveal the essential parameters and adjust them Whilst deviation occurs from their pre-set values. This especially enables from prevention of meals Decay. It right now sends an SMS textual content and an e-mail each time an anomaly is detected. Therefore retaining the item and maintaining regulatory compliance turns into clean. A cold garage Temperature tracking answer consists of thermostats and sensors that continuously measure the Temperature of a closed machine, it also captures records and sends them to a centralized platform via A community. This helps the logistics manager screen the cargo remotely and ensure the Renovation of the most desirable temperature. The implementation of a cold garage monitoring Answer is beneficial for climate-sensitive perishable gadgets. Clever Warehouse answers have Turned out to be included, and handy to use and ensure an excellent of goods does now not degrade at the same time as transporting and delivery.

IV. HARDWARE

1. ESP32

ESP32 can carry out as a whole standalone machine or as a slave device to several MCU, lowering verbal exchange stack overhead on the principal utility processor. ESP32 can interface with other structures to offer Wi-Fi and Bluetooth functionality through its SPI / SDIO or I2C / UART interfaces. The ESP32 microcontroller has cores, which might be controlled independently, Bluetooth communique and Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) communication, 4 independent timers, a virtual to analog converter (DAC) with capacitive contact sensors, and a corridor impact sensor.

2. DHT11 SENSOR

The DHT11 is a primary, ultra-low-price digital temperature and humidity sensor. It uses a capacitive humidity sensor and a thermistor to degree the surrounding air and spits out a virtual sign on the information pin (no analog enter pins needed). It is fairly simple to apply but calls for careful timing to grab facts. The main gain of the sensor is straightforward to use and portable. The second benefit of the sensor is that it offers records via an unmarried pin. Thirdly it's miles cheap and effortlessly to be had also it comes with the aggregate of measuring Humidity (AH10 exception).
3. BMP280 SENSOR

BMP280 is an absolute barometric pressure sensor specifically designed for cellular programs. The sensor module is housed in a compact bundle. Its small dimensions and its low strength intake permit for the implementation in battery-pushed devices including cellular telephones, GPS modules, or watches. Grove - Barometer Sensor (BMP280) is a breakout board for Bosch BMP280 excessive-precision and coffee-energy digital barometer. This module may be used to measure temperature and atmospheric pressure correctly. Because the atmospheric pressure adjusts with altitude, it can also measure the approximate altitude of an area.

4. MQ-2 SENSOR

The MQ-2 is a smoke and flammable gas sensor from Winsen. It can discover flammable gasoline in a number three hundred - 10000ppm. It's maximum common use is domestic fuel leakage alarms and detectors with excessive sensitivity to propane and smoke. The MQ2 fuel sensor can without problems discover smoke, liquefied natural fuel (LNG), butane, propane, methane, alcohol, and hydrogen in the air. According to the datasheet for the MQ2, it is touchy to 300-ten thousand PPM. A tough approximation will be the analog read cost (79, 100, sixty-seven, ...) * (10000-300)/1024. Or, about analog study price * nine.Five. Smooth uses sensors for measuring the attention of LPG, i-butane, propane, methane, alcohol, hydrogen, and smoke inside the air. The MQ-2 measures fuel concentration from a hundred to 10000ppm and is good for detecting a gas leak, as a fuel alarm, or for other robotics and microcontroller initiatives.
5. OLED DISPLAY

OLED television is a television show technology primarily based on the characteristics of organic light-emitting diodes (OLED). This display is used to show the values sensed by each sensor. We can arrange it how we need it.

![Fig5. OLED DISPLAY](image)

6. LED

Led are used as indicators to indicate the change in values.

![Fig6. LED](image)

7. BUZZER

A buzzer or beeper is an audio signaling tool, which may be mechanical, electromechanical, or piezoelectric (piezo for quick). Traditional uses of buzzers and beepers encompass alarm gadgets.

![Fig7. BUZZER](image)

V. INTERFACING HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE

Interfacing of ESP32 at the side of other hardware as proven in Fig. 8. For performing I/O operations with hardware, ESP32 has 34 bodily GPIO pins. ESP32 is programmed such that it collects statistics from the ARDUINO. Using this information ESP32 is programmed to send statistics to the actual time database which can access through the Android cellular utility.
VI. SIMULATION RESULTS

Fig 8. INTERFACING SOFTWARE AND HARDWARE

Fig 9. SMART COLD STORAGE

Fig 10. DISPLAY DISPLAYS SENSED VALUES
VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed and developed a prototype of an efficient, price-powerful, and accurate smart cold garage device with the usage of ESP32. Our clever bloodless garage machine is extra accurate and is capable of notifying the details about the contents of the garage. Temperature, pressure, gas value, and humidity inside the storage device may also be indicated within the distinctive app via the consumer’s smartphone. For this reason, details of the stock inside the garage can be done without difficulty tracking, and refilling of the items may be finished via the consumer.
VIII. FUTURE SCOPE

Even though our smart bloodless garage gadget is more efficient, there may be little need for a digicam. So the digital camera shooting has to be installed. By using the usage of greater superior algorithms for detection and reputation, no matter the location of the goods the system needs to be able to hit upon and understand them accurately. The processing velocity can be stepped forward.
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